
Book Review  

 “Pennies From Heaven” by Peter Melchizedek 

“Pennies From Heaven” is an extraordinary story of an extraordinary man’s life 

journey. A man who epitomizes Divine Faith, travelling all over the world to 

wherever he was ‘called’, untethered by distractions of the material world, 

with little finance behind him, trusting that whatever was necessary would 

appear along the way. Unaware as to why he was being called to these various 

locations, implicitly trusting his inner guidance only to discover he was to be 

the initiator and facilitator of significant pre-destined events that not only 

advanced his own spiritual progress but invariably that of the whole of 

humanity! 

Peter’s story is unique in so many ways but two of the vitally important 

elements are, firstly, his humility and lack of ego personality. Peter has 

courageously bared the innermost parts of his soul, initially to his two 

estranged sons, revealing a rare transparency through the depths of his 

despair, times of depression and doubts to ultimately finding that divine ‘peace 

that surpasses all understanding’ and realizing more and more of his Christ 

Consciousness.  

Secondly, is his complete obedience to his own ‘I AM’ Presence’s guidance 

whilst climbing over seemingly insurmountable obstacles, navigating the twists 

and turns, enabling him to peel back layer after layer of the proverbial onion, 

resulting ultimately in the letting go of everything he knew. Traversing outside 

of known parameters of human thought to lay pristine new foundations and to 

be one of the first Grounding Staffs for the energies of the New Earth – the 

much prophesied Golden Age of Christ Consciousness, resulting ultimately in 

the birthing of the New Human Angels, Self-Realized Christed Ascended 

Masters whilst still incarnate on Earth ‘reborn’ into their original Divine Adam 

Kadmon/Lilith Light bodies. As the Masters put it, “To fully embody the 

Christed Energies and Ascend it takes unwavering obedience to one’s own I 

AM Presence.” In this book we see just how much can be achieved when we do 

this to the best of our ability. 

I can promise you this book is guaranteed to expand the parameters of your 

awareness on many levels. I would recommend keeping an open mind as 

everything recorded in this book is true, as unbelievable as some of the 

scenarios may seem. These events that took place around the world, time and 



time again, where specific people were guided to very specific and often 

remote locations to assist Peter, conclusively reveal how absolutely precise 

Divine Timing and Orchestration really is when we, (the “Human We” that is), 

get out of the way instead of trying to reason and question with our intellect. 

To wet your appetite here are just a few of those Divinely orchestrated events 

where, only when actually there, Peter discovered he had pre-elected date 

with destiny to orchestrate and facilitate: 

1.   In November 2000 Peter travelled by car with three female friends to 

Needle Peaks in the Black Mountains in South Dakota. In a previous 

workshop he was running in Philadelphia at that time one participant had 

driven across the country to get there and it was she who invited him here. 

On the journey his friends, all very clairvoyant, told him that their car was 

being “flanked” on both sides by tribes of American Indians; caravans of 

men, women, children Medicine Men and Women, braves, warriors and 

Chiefs - as if they were watching them and escorting them to something 

important.  

   At the hall where Peter thought he was to do another workshop, a young 

Indian lady came in and, after crying inconsolably, looked directly at Peter 

saying,  “The Elders have been waiting lifetimes for you! You are here! You 

have come to us after we have been waiting so many years!” 

 “You, Peter are the Representative of The White Clan here upon Mother 

Earth to ‘Lift the White Blanket’ that has been placed over all Indigenous 

people of the world, keeping them from their Birthrights.” 

 Speechless and dumbfounded Peter replied, “Who me!” The rest of the 

remarkable story then unfolded. 

 

2. In 2006 Peter was responsible for implementing a complex 7 layer Christ 

Consciousness Grid in Hawaii, linking with Uluru in Australia. 

 

3. Peter created “Trace Encodement Star Codes” that he instinctively knew, 

that were innately within him, to assist in the stabilizing of the Tectonic 

Plates. 

 

4.  Peter was instrumental in creating “The Melvadek Alliance” and the 

“Elemental Grace Alliance” working together with the Highest levels of 

Cosmic Hierarchy that is changing the course of this planet! Incredible 

that one “human ant,” as they initially called him, could negotiate with 



and receive transmissions from those overseeing Planet Earth both 

Cosmically and Galactically which has resulted in re-writing some of 

God’s rules to assist humanity and the Elemental, Nature and Angelic 

kingdoms! (The formation and discourses of which form the incredible 

book “The God Awakening,” which is also available on this website.)  

 

5. Peter’s dedication to his ‘mission’ invariably required, and still does, his 

spending 7 to 8 hours at a time in “The Great Silence” to bring through 

these pure transmissions which are unparalled and from the Highest of 

Cosmic and Galactic Sources and Beings. 

 

6. Peter agreed prior to incarnating that he would become one of 

“Maintenance Crew” to aid, guide and support The New Children. 

Connected with this has been his opening of new portals around the 

world to create safe places for some of the New Children to incarnate. 

Within these enlightening pages are countless ‘Pearls of Wisdom’ and guidance 

for one’s own spiritual journey. A veritable treasury of  Ancient Wisdom and 

New Revelations for all those wishing to deepen their connection with their 

God/I AM and work towards the prize of Self-Mastery and Ascension in these 

wonderful Light-filled energies of a New Era that are pouring onto our 

magnificent planet right now. It provides encouragement, hope and the 

strength to move ahead in Divine Faith and Divine Trust, knowing that our own 

I AM Presence is all we need as IT sees our “Big Picture” which we chose 

before incarnating and guides us accordingly to fulfil our own glorious 

destinies. 

 

 

 


